
THE END OF CONVERSATION IN THEOLOGY

CONSIDERATIONS FROM A POSTMODERN DISCUSSION

In this paper I will compare the concepts of conversation used by Jürgen
Habermas, Jean François Lyotard and Richard Rorty. I will highlight in a
particular way the discussions in which they have engaged one another.
At the same time, I will attempt to evaluate the relevance and challenge of
these concepts for contemporary fundamental theology. I will try to show
that these concepts of conversation first of all teach us something about the
present context and its critical consciousness, and also, more specifically,
shed light on the use of concepts of “conversation” in Christian theology
– the theme of this conference. My thesis runs as follows: the end of con-
versation in theology is that, at least at a certain stage, it should end.

For these three authors it is fair to say that their concept of conversa-
tion is crucial in their philosophical positions. First, it serves them as a
reading key to evaluate the history of philosophy and the panorama of cur-
rent philosophical thinking. Second, it helps them to develop their own
thinking patterns, and to sustain their post-metaphysical claims, in posi-
tioning their thinking after the “linguistic turn” and in changing from a
subjectocentric to an intersubjective focus. Rationality for them is grasped
in language games and interactions between the participants in the con-
versation. These striking similarities, however, should not serve to dis-
guise the deep differences between the three philosophers. Conversation
is not only what unites them, but also what divides them. Moreover, it
would seem that precisely the discussions they have had with one another,
are most enlightening in our efforts to grasp what is at stake in our post-
modern condition.

For theologians, there are at least two good reasons to delve into these
discussions between Habermas, Lyotard and Rorty. First of all, in devel-
oping their diverse concepts of conversation all three – without exception
– apply it to evaluate the state and future of Christianity in a negative way,
each in this regard being more outspoken than the other. For theology it
is important to have a clear perspective on the nature and background of
these criticisms and to evaluate the way in which they affect Christian-
ity. Secondly, according to its nature, fundamental theology is “fides
quaerens intellectum” – faith in search of understanding – and it proceeds
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by relating to the prevailing critical consciousness, i.e. the contextual
philosophical thinking patterns, to constitute this “intellectum”. Changes
in this contextual critical consciousness have urged theology time and
again to “recontextualise”: in order to be able to demonstrate its own
plausibility and rationality theology needed to seek a new relation to the
changed context and the rationality operating therein1. As all three of the
philosophers under consideration claim that with their thinking a con-
textual change is occurring, an investigation into the possibilities they
offer for a contemporary recontextualisation could offer new perspectives
for a so-called “postmodern” theology, that is, a theology which relates
to the postmodern context.

I. CONVERSATION AS COMMUNICATION:
HABERMAS’ ATTEMPT TO SAVE THE MODERN EMANCIPATORY PROJECT

The point of departure of Jürgen Habermas’ philosophical position is
not the subject (as in modern philosophy), but intersubjective interaction.
In this interaction, speakers seek mutual understanding and pronounce
statements that make claims to validity. A consensus is reached if state-
ments that are in principle amenable to critique are recognised intersub-
jectively as valid; this means that they are commonly received as either
propositionally true (facts), normatively correct (ethical judgements), or
subjectively authentic (self-expression). Because of the necessity of gen-
eral consent, there is always the risk of dissent in communicative action.
This risk, however, is considerably restricted in everyday language use
by a massive background consensus, consisting of commonly shared,
unproblematic convictions.

Habermas’ appeal to communicative interaction stems from his pro-
gramme to safeguard the inner bond between modernity and rationality
and to defend the modern project against all critics who reject moder-
nity-in-itself2. He therefore proposes an encompassing paradigm change3.
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(chapter 5). He elaborates on the philosophical clarification of the paradigm change, not
only in Der philosophische Diskurs der Moderne (n. 2), but likewise in Nachmetaphysi-
sches Denken. Philosophische Aufsätze (Frankfurt am Main, Suhrkamp, 1988), especially
in the articles: Der Horizont der Moderne, verschiebt sich (11-17), Motive nachmeta-
physischen Denkens (35-60), the often cited Handlungen, Sprechakte, sprachlich vermit-
telte Interaktionen und Lebenswelt (63-104) and Die Einheit der Vernunft in der Vielfalt
ihrer Stimmen (153-186), among others. What he demonstrates in the first two mentioned
articles, he draws out in the philosophical development of his theory of communicative
action: the lessons of the twentieth century rejection of metaphysics as identity-logical,
totalising, subject-centred, logocentric theoretical thought.

He replaces the modern epistemological privilege of the subject and its
knowledge of the object with a paradigm in which interpersonal rela-
tionship (communication) and consensus-formation are fundamental in
the process of discerning cognitive, ethical and aesthetic truth claims.
Thus, rationality no longer originates from subjectivity, but from inter-
subjectivity. He couples this transition with another, namely the move
from a philosophy of consciousness to a philosophy of language, in which
subject-object relationships are replaced by linguistic relationships. In
this perspective, Habermas opts for a procedural rather than a material
concept of rationality: post-metaphysical thought does not have any priv-
ileged access to the truth, but considers the conditions within which it can
be validly discussed. With this, the primacy of theory over praxis is
rejected and the pre-reflexive, everyday linguistic relationship is re-val-
ued as the starting point of sound philosophical reflection. This also
implies that reason is not acquired by abstraction from its historical, con-
crete embeddedness: in place of classical attributes, finitude and his-
toricity function as its characteristics.

In daily communication, which is concentrated on consensus-forma-
tion, rationality can be discovered in the universal validity claims lin-
guistically articulated in concrete dialogue (claims to propositional truth,
normative correctness, and subjective authenticity, respectively) that aim
at intersubjective recognition. This is no “reine Vernunft”, but a ratio-
nality always incarnated in communication and in the structures of the
lifeworld. Hence, this rationality never appears optimally but is always
contaminated and infected, because it always stems from particularised
conditions. Its validity claims appeal to a certain generality that is always
contained in local contexts. However, it is not a transcendental con-
sciousness leading to uniformity. It is rather the ever particularised pre-
reflexive totality of traditions, solidarities and experiences of the “life-
world” which functions as the source for the validity claims. To this
extent, the “lifeworld” is not arbitrarily at the disposal of the subject, but
is the pre-given background in which communication happens.
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Habermas considers this procedural communicative concept of ratio-
nality to be capable of defending the unity of reason in the multiplicity of
its voices. He profiles it first against those who plead for recovering a
pre-Kantian and/or metaphysical unitary thought. It is also contrasted
against those who maintain irreducible multiplicity and radical contextu-
alism, whereby claims do not transcend the local level. In this regard
Habermas judges the postmodern attempts to save “difference” as struc-
turally analogous to neo-conservative positions. In the end, postmodern
philosophers of difference cannot hold on to the critical power that such
thinking claims; irreducible multiplicity and radical contextualism then
become functionalised as support for a neo-conservative ideology.
For Habermas, the many voices can make claims to validity only within
the irreducible framework of communicative (inter)action. The unity of
reason is not the destruction but the source of its many voices. Norma-
tive universalism is not the deathblow but the guarantee of an advanced
individualisation. Unity and multiplicity can only be held together dialec-
tically. “For the transitory unity that is generated in the porous and
refracted intersubjectivity of a linguistically mediated consensus not only
supports but furthers and accelerates the pluralisation of forms of life and
the individualization of lifestyles. More discourse means more contradic-
tion and difference. The more abstract the agreements become, the more
diverse the disagreements with which we can nonviolently live”4.

What Habermas defends, therefore, is a “weak, but not defeatist” con-
cept of reason incarnated in the linguistic praxis of communication. Such
a concept prevents both from sinking away in the complete contingency
of the diverse particularistic contexts, and from holding on to the claim
of metaphysics to materially encompass the whole of truth. In this regard
Habermas points to the idea of “intact inter-subjectivity” that appears in
the investigation into the conditions of a dialogue oriented towards con-
sensus-formation. This idea does justice to both the interaction itself and
the identity of the participants in the interaction. However, this idea
should not be projected as the utopian vision of a promising future: “it
contains no more, but also no less, than the formal characterization of
the necessary conditions for the unforeseeable forms adopted by a life
that is not misspent”5. These conditions can be realised only when
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partners in communication take up their responsibility in solidarity. It is
this project of modern humanism, which Habermas refuses to give up:
the striving for human autonomy and self-realisation anchored in com-
municative rationality. This modern project is not yet complete6.

No Theology with Habermas?

Contrary to the opinion of many theologians, conversation as com-
munication does not really have anything to offer Christian faith and
theology – at least not according to Habermas7. Precisely by engaging
communication, the “truth” of Christian tradition and theology becomes
generalised. Christian narrativity is then stripped of its particularity and
transformed into a universally communicable kernel of valid cognitive,
normative and authentic statements. Theological truth claims cannot sur-
vive outside the particularity of the Christian discourse. If there is a role
left for Christianity, then it is a provisional one. As far as Habermas is
concerned, as long as traditions have not been transformed by commu-
nicative interaction into sets of valid statements, traditions can keep on
transmitting their contents and attitudes. “The process of a critical appro-
priation of the essential contents of religious tradition is still underway
and the outcome is difficult to predict. […] As long as religious lan-
guage bears within itself inspiring, indeed, unrelinquishable semantic
contents which elude (for the moment?) the expressive power of a philo-
sophical language and still await translation into a discourse that gives
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reasons for its positions, philosophy, even in its postmetaphysical form,
will neither be able to replace nor to repress religion”8. But it seems
only to be a question of time before such a functionalised religion will
disappear.

II. COMMUNICATION AS CONVERSATION:
RORTY’S ANTI-FOUNDATIONALIST PLEA

FOR CONTINGENCY, IRONY AND SOLIDARITY

Richard Rorty’s philosophical theory rests essentially on an anti-foun-
dational claim: there is no foundation in reality or in the subject that
forces us to choose one description of reality over another. Descriptions
are not “mirroring nature”9. They refer more to the community in which
they function than to “reality” – rather to solidarity among the commu-
nity members than to objectivity. Descriptions are both the result of com-
munal conversation and sustain this conversation. Evolution in descrip-
tions is a process of the emergence of new metaphors that generate new
possibilities for description and bring about a situation in which the old
ones stop describing in a correct way – and this according to the standards
valid in the community (or for the individual). Language, the self and the
community are contingent, and dependent, upon a commonly accepted
background, even if one is distancing oneself from it.

Descriptions stem from the basic or final vocabularies by which indi-
viduals and communities live. In this regard Rorty distinguishes between
vocabularies that serve private goals and those serving public goals. Both
goals should not be confused. This enables him also to make a distinc-
tion between two kinds of philosophers and authors, each of them serv-
ing a different kind of goal. (1) Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, Baudelaire, Fou-
cault but also Lyotard are protagonists of individual autonomy. According
to Rorty, they plead for creative self-description, for new metaphors to
affirm one’s own identity, unbound and not controlled by the community.
The individual’s quest for identity then results in attempts at self-descrip-
tion in which individuals constitute their being different from one another.
For Rorty such a self-description has no ground, it is merely profiled
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within language and thus is contingent – Rorty labels the one who is con-
scious of the contingency of his auto-constitutive description an ironist.
(2) Authors such as Marx, Rawls and Habermas, on the other hand are
liberals. They serve public goals, as the fruit of the social conversation
that results from the liberal revolution of the polity in modernity; that
which stems from this conversation as consensus is taken by the partici-
pants as true, good and right. The only legitimation of this consensus is
that it functions, and that it prevents cruelty as much as possible. The lib-
eral democratic society is merely the outcome of a long process of trial
and error and does not in any way reflect a presupposed nature or essence
of what a society ought to be. As a result, the postmodern person par
excellence is the liberal ironist: the one who succeeds both in shaping
him/herself creatively in an original final vocabulary and in making space
in this final vocabulary with regard to the public objectives of the liberal
utopia10.

In short, for Rorty communication is conversation between those who
belong to a community. Its result is what the community holds as true,
good and authentic – without that, there would be a necessity for this
consensus to be founded on anything more than such mere intersubjec-
tive consent. This, for example, is what the liberal democratic political
system is about: the conversation between different individual and social
final vocabularies trying to constitute a common discourse in convincing
one another of the suitability of one’s position.

No more Christianity with Rorty

In reference to Hans Blumenberg11, Rorty argues that the insight into
the contingency of language, and thus of the results of conversation, is
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the outcome of the secularisation of the pre-modern world. In modernity,
the love for God is replaced, first, by the love for the truth about the
world (science) and, later, by the love for our own inner wealth, our Self
(romanticism). However, in our postmodern era the “World” and the
“Self” have lost their quasi-divine status as unassailable criteria. A new
“de-divinisation” tackles the “need” to worship something outside or
inside us, and urges the complete contingency of the universe. Language,
consciousness, truth, community and culture are “a product of time and
chance”, the result of a coincidental convergence of circumstances12.

The consequences for Christianity are devastating. (1) For Rorty, the
era of religion is behind us. Like August Comte, Rorty situates religion
before the modern metaphysical era, which is presently coming to an
end. Both are outdated ways of thinking reality as a whole13. (2) Chris-
tianity tries to unite private and public goals in one vocabulary and to
do away with the insurmountable distinction between the two: the
Christian is called to individual perfection by means of love of neigh-
bour14. In Rorty’s opinion such unified vocabulary is not possible
because one of the two categories of objectives is always undervalued.
(3) If one considers Christianity as a mode of private self-description,
then one must concede that it shares in the evils of correspondence-
thinking. It gives a feeling of power over oneself, the world, reality.
Christianity (like Marxism) then is a way of describing oneself, a
redescription whereby the dramatic force is expressed by the word “con-
version”: one turns away from a false description (inspired by evil, the
devil, etc.) towards a (real!) description of the true self. Such insight
proffers power: the believer begins to believe “that his [or her] accep-
tance of that redescription seals an alliance with a power mightier than
any of those which have oppressed him [her] in the past”15. For Rorty,
Christianity has no real chance of survival – insofar as it still is alive –
considering the widespread factual secularisation of Western popula-
tions. Should an ironic mentality permeate these populations, Chris-
tianity will be definitively finished. It will be exposed and put aside as
an essentialistic correspondence theory uniting the redescription of the
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private with the public. But we have to admit that the reaction of the-
ologians concerning the relevance of Rorty for theology is analogous.
The theologians who take Rorty as their favourite “ancilla” are few
indeed16.

III. COMMUNICATION VERSUS CONVERSATION:
HABERMAS VERSUS RORTY

Habermas’ attempt to defend justice, via philosophy, as the goal of the
public forum, is resolutely denounced by Rorty17. After all, in order to
realise this objective, Habermas needs to take refuge in an essentialist
approach to language, communication and the consensus resulting there-
from. Rorty indeed also subscribes to dialogue as a political model and
considers the consensus that results from it as true, normative and authen-
tic. He rejects, however, the founding of this model in the ultimate con-
vergence to which non-hegemonical communication leads and which pre-
supposes a kind of general background layer of knowledge, normativity,
and authenticity which then would be set free by communal commu-
nicative action. Moreover, from Rorty’s perspective, such a philosophi-
cal project leaves no space open for the individual’s radical creative self-
description. The public goals then ultimately outflank the private ones.

Habermas, for his part, does not so much criticise Rorty for distin-
guishing between public and private goals, but for his stringent rejection
of every legitimation strategy except for the pragmatic. For Habermas,
legitimation strategies cannot be reduced to mere social practices. Peo-
ple are reflexive participants in the dialogue. They make a distinction,
even in their daily communication, between what they consider as “valid”
and what they consider “socially accepted”. At the same time, the dis-
tinction between what is an opinion and what is a conviction rests on
this. “From the perspective of the first person, the question of which
beliefs are justified is a question of which beliefs are based on good rea-
sons; it is not a function of life-habits that enjoy social currency in some
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places and not in others”18. As for Habermas, whoever maintains that
philosophy has no longer a role to play in the public sphere (as Rorty
does), sings in the choir of the neo-conservatives who try to make such
politically translated irrationalism acceptable on a grand scale.

IV. A PLURALITY OF DISCOURSES AND THE DIFFÉREND:
JEAN-FRANÇOIS LYOTARD RESISTING MASTER NARRATIVES

For Jean-François Lyotard19 an expectation is opened with every
phrase, which can never be fulfilled by the next phrase. When a phrase
has happened, the nature of the following phrase is in se completely arbi-
trary. That a phrase has to follow is necessary, which phrase should fol-
low, is contingent, and depends on the discourse which succeeds in estab-
lishing the chain. Each phrase once it is uttered, therefore, opens up an
expectation – a différend – that can be closed by a multitude of new
phrases, all belonging to different discourse genres. However, in an all
too-determining fashion phrases and discourses transform this différend
into a litigation, thereby doing injustice to the unpresentable openness of
the expectation by fixing it in words and phrases. Phrases determine what
is at stake; discourses link phrases to each other in order to reach the dis-
course’s goal.

It is the task of contemporary philosophy to bear witness to the dif-
férend, i.e. this untimeable and ungraspable moment that separates two
phrases, which is forgotten with each new phrase. Philosophy attempts to
remind us that while concatenating phrases in discourses we tend to for-
get, and that often even this forgetting is forgotten. The latter is definitely
the case with grand or master narratives. These are hegemonic discourses
which immediately transform différends into litigations by regulating
every concatenation of phrases on the basis of its own logic. Philosophy
is therefore first of all the critique of master narratives.

1. Christianity is a Master Narrative

From the perspective of this thinker of difference, i.e. of the différend,
Christianity offers the master narrative par excellence. In “Le différend”,
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20. Cf. ibid., pp. 229 ff, nr. 232-235. Other short notes on this matter, amongst others,
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ABBEELE, Manchester, Manchester University Press, 1988, p. 159).
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aux enfants (n. 20), pp. 38-39.

Lyotard writes about Christianity20: “Le récit chrétien à Rome a vaincu
les autres récits parce qu’en introduisant l’amour de l’occurrence dans
les récits et les narrations de récits il désignait l’enjeu du genre [du récit]
lui-même. Aimer ce qui arrive comme un don, aimer même le Arrive-t-
il? comme la promesse d’une bonne nouvelle, cela permet d’enchaîner sur
tout ce qui arrive, y compris les autres récits (et ultérieurement les autres
genres même)”21. So doing, Christianity recuperates from the very begin-
ning the event of the différend. Lyotard thus estimates the Christian nar-
rative as a closed, hegemonic, narratively structured discourse of the Idea
of love. Stemming from a particular narrative tradition, in a plurality of
small narratives, Christianity developed the “virtue of love” into a uni-
versal regulativum. This love, understood as a general principle, tran-
scends the particularity of the traditional instances (addressors,
addressees, etc.). The ground of the commandment of love is the revealed
primordial narrative of the God who is love but who does not receive
love from his children in return. The commandment, revealed by God to
all creatures in the revelatory narrative, is formulated in a circular way:
“if you are loved, you must love; and you will be loved, only if you
love.” Small narratives concerning sin and conversion function as exam-
ples of this love. The instances of a particular narrative tradition are thus
universalised.

2. Habermas still Tells an Emancipatory Master Narrative

The same holds true for the modern master narratives constitutive of
what Habermas coins “the modern project”. First, Lyotard is convinced
that this project is not unfinished and abandoned, as Habermas opines, but
destroyed22. This project can no longer be started again, but has entered
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a process of self-destruction. Moreover, due to numerous counter-exam-
ples the modern master narratives have lost their plausibility23. And sec-
ondly, the discourse of communicative action should be analysed as a
master narrative. Herein a diversity of language games is profiled, so to
speak, meta-prescriptively in one grand encompassing narrative. For
Lyotard, Habermas’ Diskurs-model, taking the very possibility of a uni-
versal consensus as its starting point, is bankrupt from the very start. For
this purpose, everyone would first have to reach an agreement concern-
ing the meta-linguistic rules for all discourses, and secondly, it must be
assumed beforehand that dialogue leads to consensus. The heterogeneity
of the discourses and the search for dissent (as in La condition post-
moderne where Lyotard describes “paralogy” as the motor for scientific
development), however, make the striving for consensus extremely dubi-
ous. Habermas’ solution still resembles an emancipation-narrative, in
which a universal subject moves to freedom via a universally shared con-
sensual knowledge. Because such a consensus model does not suffice for
Lyotard, a reflection on justice has to start from dissensus24.

V. CONVERSATION IS BUT ONE DISCOURSE STRATEGY:
LYOTARD VERSUS RORTY ON THE “OTHER”

1. Rorty versus Lyotard

Rorty considers Jean-François Lyotard an ironic philosopher, an aes-
thetical thinker: by attempting to bear witness to the différend, the non-
presentable, one creates one’s own vocabulary. However, Lyotard falsely
assumes that his philosophy of the private would also apply for public
goals. Lyotard’s plea for dissensus is perhaps interesting, Rorty concedes,
but as concerns the political, the establishment of consensus is of capital
importance. Rendered in terms of the aesthetic categories of the “beau-
tiful” and the “sublime” (which Lyotard favours as well25): “Social pur-
poses are served, just as Habermas says, by finding beautiful ways of
harmonising interests, rather than sublime ways of detaching oneself from
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others’ interests. The attempt of leftist intellectuals [like Lyotard] to pre-
tend that the avant-garde is serving the wretched of the earth by fighting
free of the merely beautiful is a hopeless attempt to make the special
needs of the intellectual and the social needs of [his/]her community coin-
cide”26. In other words: the thinking of Habermas and Lyotard illustrate
for Rorty the radical and irreconcilable distinction between private and
public objectives.

Rorty thus critiques the political pretension of Lyotard’s ideas27; espe-
cially since Lyotard, out of fear of lapsing into a meta-narrative, treats all
political narratives in one and the same way. But politics cannot do with-
out narratives; more so, all politics is woven into a narrative. These nar-
ratives, however, do not necessarily have to be meta-narratives. The fall
of metaphysics does not drag the western political project down along
with it. The narrative we tell in order to recommend western parliamen-
tary democracy as the best model till now does not have to proceed from
any correspondence between that political model and the essence of all
social life. The narratives of other peoples and other models can also
inspire us to enrich our model, even if we necessarily approach these other
narratives ethnocentrically. Moreover, our western political narrative
should not be identified as a narrative of emancipation, as Lyotard opines,
but rather as a narrative of cosmopolitanism. The liberal utopia pictures
a society wherein everyone can say what he or she wants to say about
society in an open, free conversation. That we are able to understand each
other in such a dialogue goes hand in hand with Rorty’s assumption that
we have more words in common in our different vocabularies than not in
common. And this is likewise valid for the dialogue with other cultures,
the Cashinahua-Indians28, for instance. Because Lyotard proceeds from
incommensurability between the different genres, he assumes that these
Indians can be converted to cosmopolitanism only by violence, not by
persuasion-in-dialogue. Rorty, on the contrary, states that even language
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games that are responsible for cultural difference are not totally incom-
mensurable; they might well be untranslatable, but surely learnable, as
well – they can be explained to us. Rorty thus refuses to consider the
phrase “there is no pre-given language to which every differentiation can
be translated” as equal to “there are languages that cannot be learned”.
The difference between languages is consequently best compared to the
distinction between an old vocabulary and one that is metaphorically
renewed. Incommensurability is, therefore, a temporary problem. Does
Rorty then address every différend with litigation? Not automatically, in
his opinion; rather it is his conviction “that political liberalism amounts
to the suggestion that we try to substitute litigation for différends as far
as we can, and that there is no a priori philosophical reason why this
attempt must fail, just as (pace Christianity, Kant, and Marx) there is no
a priori reason why it must succeed”29. If a universal history is written,
then this will only be possible when a generalised cosmopolitanism is
established in the encounter between people and cultures, whereby this
establishment takes place more through persuasion than through violence.
May 1968 is in that regard not a counter-example for the utopia of liber-
alism; only a better, more convincing utopia can take its place.

More generally, Rorty reproaches the French philosophers for foster-
ing difference too much30 and being insufficiently concerned with laying
down connections in order to bring about agreement and convergence.
The image of the archipelago depicts, for Lyotard, the insurmountable
diversity of discourses. Rorty likewise acknowledges the archipelago as
an image for diversity but nonetheless will propose that we build bridges
and viaducts across the waters that divide the diverse islands, however dif-
ficult this may sometimes seem. For the French, according to Rorty, post-
modernity is in the first place a decisive change in our culture, whereas,
for him, it is rather about “the gradual encapsulation and forgetting of a
certain philosophical tradition”31.

2. Lyotard versus Rorty

Lyotard does not agree with Rorty’s critique32. What strikes him
especially is the “différend” separating him from Rorty. Rorty speaks of
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sharply: seeing that the sublation of a dissensus differs in strategy if it is about the
solving of a sum, the viewing of a sculpture, the explanation of a physical pheno-
menon, or deciding whom to vote for at an election, it is even commended to speak
of diverse conversation-genres: in view of their diverse objectives, they also differ in
strategy as to the realisation of the objective and are not to be reduced as such to one
genre.

languages, Lyotard of genres of discourse or discourse strategies (within
language): the latter distinguish themselves from each other by their
objectives, while Rorty’s languages each have their different history. With
a change of discourse genre, one does not translate, but one transcribes,
whereby one wins (another objective is served by the other discourse into
which one has changed the original one) and loses (the objective of the
original genre). One can make translations between different languages
(natural languages, “language” in the literal sense of the word), however
not between different genres of discourse. An aesthetic question is not
solved in a cognitive discourse. “Entre les Cashinahua et nous, il existe
une différence de genres de discours, et elle est fondamentale”33.
Here, Rorty’s plea for convergence and consensus betrays a “soft impe-
rialism”: “l’impérialisme conversationnel de Rorty”, even when (phys-
ical) violence is avoided and only persuasion is applied; after all, per-
suasion implies “mental violence”, because it presupposes a privileged
role for conversation (persuasion-in-dialogue)34. In what follows, we will
first review two analytical reflections of Lyotard concerning “conversa-
tion” and “translation” and then a few critical notes regarding the priv-
ileging of conversation.

Conversation (“interlocution”, argumentation, dialogue, or discussion)
is, as far as Lyotard is concerned, only a genre among other genres,
namely the genre that provides the procedural rules that condition the
consent of the addressee with regard to what is said by the addressor.
Conversation as genre includes “la procédure de levée du dissentiment
qui caractérise le rapport des interlocuteurs en début de discussion”35.
For Rorty, Lyotard comments, the goal of conversation, as privileged
genre of the public domain, is to persuade the other of the truth of what
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the “I” says. Reducing all communication to this genre implies, how-
ever, that all genres are forcedly integrated and thus that all other goals
of the other genres are subordinated. “Dans tous les cas de discussion,
chacun vise à persuader l’autre que ce qu’il dit est vrai. […] C’est
n’admettre qu’une seule procédure, la persuasion, et qu’un seul enjeu, la
véridicité”36.

The problem of such a reductive homogenisation is expressed in the
meaning of translation. As already mentioned, Lyotard disputes the idea
that phrases from one genre of discourse can be translated integrally and
without damage into another. How, for instance, can an experience of
beauty be cast in concepts and argumentations so much so that someone
can be convinced of the beauty of a painting?37 A transfer (of phrases)
from one genre to another (in this case, to conversation) is indeed possi-
ble, but such transferences can hardly be called a faithful translation, con-
sidering that the objectives of the genres of discourse differ. Rather, a
phrase that is taken up from one discourse and applied in another is placed
there, in a manner of speaking, between quotation marks38. If a transfer
to the genre of conversation is indeed equated with translation – whereby
one mistakenly proceeds from the assumption that everything that is trans-
lated can be preserved – then the conversation indeed functions as a meta-
discourse, as a discourse that is capable of removing the incommensura-
bility between the genres of discourse39.

But is this possible? Lyotard offers a fourfold negative response.
(1) As far as Lyotard is concerned, Rorty is right when he considers con-
versation as the only alternative to violence at this moment; liberal
democracy offers the best opportunities in order to avoid violence. But
politics does not live by conversation alone. The search for consensus is
surely one of the most important political tasks, but politics is not to be
reduced to this genre. Other genres likewise come into the picture; such
as, for instance, that of obligation (the formulation of the ideal of justice
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to which the community aspires): its normative value – also in conver-
sation – is valid only when its content is not open for discussion time and
again. And in the end this is likewise so with Rorty. Even with him, the
discourse of obligation emerges in the discourse of conversation, thus
showing the limit of the discourse of conversation: “Ici la discussion
rationnelle ou l’interlocution argumentative est constituée elle-même en
idéal de justice. La façon de procéder vient occuper la place de ce qu’il
s’agit d’atteindre par la procédure”40. (2) Lyotard’s second argument
against a presupposed priority of conversation is situated on the level of
the relationship of addressor and addressee in phrases (and genres of dis-
course). In conversation, the “other” as “you”, who is in conversation
with the “I”, is immediately taken up as (an equal) conversation partner
in the “we”. This “we” is “une sorte de préconsensus interlocutaire”41.
If, however, one goes so far as to promote conversation as the privileged
genre, then this “we” becomes a “pré-consensus” that precedes all speak-
ing. For Lyotard, this is manifestly disputable. Certain genres do not start
with a “we”, surely not with a “we” whereby the “I” and the “you” are
able (and need) to shift positions unlimitedly and simultaneously, from
addressor to addressee and vice versa, as in conversation. Such a “we”
is not present in the genres of discourse of, for instance, “faire croire”,
“faire trembler ou pleurer” (through poetry), or “faire faire”. Moreover,
there are genres where the “you” is barely present: reflection, writing,
and so forth42. Furthermore, if persuasion is really the objective of con-
versation, the “we” – which is of exceptional importance for the “liberal”
Rorty – is constituted in an unbalanced way: the “I” weighs more than
the “you”; a counter movement from the “you” is actually not presup-
posed. (3) Thirdly, it is far from clear for Lyotard that all consensus is
necessarily a consequence of dialogue. With regard to aesthetic judge-
ment, for instance, he argues that conversation about it is possible, but that
it is not constitutive of the aesthetic judgement itself. (4) Finally, the
attempt in conversation to transpose différends into litigations as much as
possible proceeds from the presupposition that convergence and com-
municability are of high priority43. But why, asks Lyotard, is convergence
to be preferred? Even within one single individual, several addressors
have the floor and, even there, convergence per se is not a must. Perhaps
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the other can simply not enter into conversation with us. This does not
mean that we must exclude the other’s language game or that we need to
characterise his game as a non-game and then just look for someone else
who indeed wants to play the game with us. To do so is to violate the
other, and destroy the event. We do better learn the game of the other, as
something new, something unknown, as an occurrence, an event. This is
really what writing and thinking is about: “[faire] à [n]ous-même vio-
lence pour essayer d’apprendre les mouvements que [n]otre partenaire
silencieux impose … aux mots et aux phrases, et que [nous ignorons]”44.
This is an encounter with the unnameable partner, who cannot be locked
up in an interlocutory “we”, one with whom one cannot play, who is not
or cannot be a conversation partner. “Augmenter la capacité de discuter
est bien; augmenter la passibilité à l’événement n’est pas moins bien”45.

In short, what actually disturbs Lyotard is the dominating “I”-involve-
ment in Rorty’s thought, where he preaches an enforced “conversational”
cosmopolitanism. This “I”-involvement expresses itself in the persuasive
character of the conversation – the “you” must be convinced of the right
of the “I”; but also in translating to oneself what the “you” says, with-
out taking the heterogeneity of its discourse into account. By locking up
the “you” in the “we”, every appeal from the “you” as other is elimi-
nated – every event, where the “you” is the unnameable partner, is
already enfeebled in advance.

VI. SOME THEOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

We first summarise the findings stemming from the conversation of,
and with, Habermas, Rorty, and Lyotard.

– Conversation as communication (Habermas) strives at the construction
of intersubjectively acknowledged true, normative and authentic state-
ments. The logic of communicative action de-particularises the layers
of truth, normativity and authenticity embedded in the traditions of our
lifeworlds and transforms them in argumentatively legitimate claims to
universal validity. Conversation here, according to Habermas, is the
end of theology.

– This is also the case for Rorty. Conversation is what keeps the com-
munity going, the constitution of a common “we”. Striving for uni-
versalisation is only striving to enlarge this “we” to a “cosmopolitan
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we”. The claims stemming from conversation are only legitimated
because they are the result of intersubjective consent, no matter how
this consent is realised, and nothing more; there is no objective ground
to sustain our truths, our norms, our authentic expressions. Also, here
conversation is the end of theology. It is not its particularity which is
questioned here, but its claims to speak about something which or
someone who, transcends language. Rorty rejects its metaphysical ori-
entation as something outdated. The secularisation of Western soci-
eties will progressively extinguish Christianity.

– Lyotard’s criticism of Christianity and theology also focuses on this
metaphysical orientation, which he labels as characteristic for grand
narratives. But the source of his criticism is different. It does not stem
from “conversation”, but from the consciousness of that which is also
too easily forgotten in conversation, certainly in the persuasion-in-con-
versation as profiled by Rorty. Theology serves the Christian master
narrative by too quickly identifying the différend as a gift, to be situ-
ated within the dynamic of divine love. Lyotard thus criticises the fact
that Christianity as a particular narrative does not sufficiently bear wit-
ness to the différend.

From a theologian’s perspective, some lessons can be learned from
these three philosophers.

– Habermas once again warns theologians that engaging modern think-
ing is not without any risks for the particularity of the Christian tradi-
tion. Through communicative action, the wisdom of narrative religious
traditions is transformed into statements to be tested as regards their
validity. By retrieving these statements from their original – premod-
ern – origins, such operations do away with the particularity of the tra-
ditions (and thus with the traditions themselves). It would seem, there-
fore, that theologians should be aware that they cannot go all the way
with Habermas. No matter how interesting and useful his thinking pat-
terns may be, e.g. in the domain of pastoral ecclesiology, Habermas’
proposals result in the phasing out of Christianity as a particular and
recognisable narrative. Unless, of course, the theologians’ appreciation
of Christianity’s particularity is equally minimal.

– Rorty’s critique of Christianity can be linked to the ontotheological
criticism of Christian theology that a lot of continental philosophers
venture. Christianity too rapidly tends to diffuse universal truth claims
without taking into account the irreducibly particular history and con-
text they come from. The radical historical and contingent, contextual
and communitarian dimension of the Christian narrative may no longer
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be overlooked. The question with which theologians are left when they
intend to go beyond Rorty’s particularism, is then: how to safeguard
at all the Christian truth claim without relativising or forgetting its rad-
ical particularity and contextuality?

– Lyotard’s lesson for theology is at first sight similar. Theology has to
fight the ontotheological impetus by which it seems to be possessed.
Theology too easily falls prey to the trap of structuring its discourse as
a closed narrative, identifying and encapsulating the différend from the
very beginning as something known, which functions in the narrative.
But the différend, for Lyotard, is not to be functionalised. Even if one,
when using language and linking phrases, cannot but forget the dif-
férend (by transforming it in litigation), we should learn to do this in
a way which does not forget this forgetting. At least this is the task for
philosophy: bearing witness to the différend, by trying to evoke in its
discourse that which both enables and escapes this discourse. That is
why, when looked at more closely, the philosophy of Lyotard not only
teaches theology that as a particular narrative it risks encapsulating the
différend. It also presents a way of thinking which enables the con-
ceptualisation of particularity and truth in a new way, which prevents
an immediate falling back into ontotheology.

Conversation is the end of theology. That is what Habermas and Rorty
teach us. And perhaps they are right. There is of course conversation in
theology, between theologians, of theology with the magisterium, with the
church communities – and we can apply more or less the criteria for good
conversation elaborated by both thinkers. But do their concepts of con-
versation also apply to conceive of the first theo-logy: God addressing
Godself to his people? Perceived from a dialogical relationship of (equal)
partners the relation between God and human beings is probably mis-
conceived. God then is too easily treated as an “other for us”, enclosed
in the discourse strategy into which we force God. It is here that Lyotard’s
criticism of Habermas and Rorty becomes relevant for theology, and that
his thinking may serve us as a strategy to reconceive our theological con-
versation to and on God.

Of course God has revealed Godself as an “other for us” but could
only do so because God is other than us. At the same time, God enables
and escapes all God-language. Here a linguistic structure becomes appar-
ent, similar to that underlying Lyotard’s paradigm of philosophy46.
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Homologous to the “philosophical” way in which he tries to bear witness
to that which “happens” in the linking of phrases, the différend – an exer-
cise in, as Derrida attempted, “comment ne pas parler” – theologians link
phrases to each other to confess the God who reveals Godself in history,
but can never be grasped or encapsulated in it. However, Lyotard also
needs phrases to bear witness and his narrative is no less particular than
any other. This linguistic structure could be framed an “open narrative”:
particularity opening itself towards that which accompanies the narrative
without ever being grasped by it. As an open narrative, Christian theol-
ogy no longer offers a description of God’s engagement in history, but is
a bearing witness to it, being conscious that each phrase, each discourse,
already determines too much that which finally escapes all determina-
tion. Christian truth claims, then, do not function in their own right, as
statements “containing” the truth they express. Their truth is related to
the way in which they succeed in referring to that which is already for-
gotten when the first word is uttered. Indeed, in all too contingent, con-
textual and particular narratives (lesson from Rorty) Christians bear wit-
ness (lesson from Lyotard) to that which they have come to know through
their narratives as the God of Jesus Christ.

What is the end of conversation in theology? Probably that, at a cer-
tain stage, it should end and leave room for the God who cannot be
grasped by our words, phrases, and narratives – although this God can
only be referred to by these same particular words, phrases, and narratives.
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